GIVING WINGS TO YOUR DREAMS

www.canapprove.com
CanApprove: The Multi-National Consultancy Services

CanApprove is a multi-national immigration, education and legal consulting company with its headquarters in Canada, and holders of Canada/Quebec/Australia Government License. Initially CanApprove Immigration consulting services Pvt. Ltd. was known as Global Legal Consulting (GLC) Services. It was started in 1998 as sole proprietorship and in 2009, CanApprove Immigration Consulting Services started working as a partnership firm where Adv. Binoy P.R and his wife Adv. Sajitha Binoy holds the shares. And in 2010 CanApprove immigration Consulting Services was registered as Private Limited. In 2015 to make further growth and development outside India the Company name was changed to CanApprove Consultancy Services Pvt. Ltd. Canapprove in Dubai operates as Canapprove Immigration Services LLC.

CanApprove has a network of offices to facilitate easy access of services to clients worldwide. All offices are equipped with state-of-the-art communication facilities with trained paralegal staff in order to provide international quality standards of service. Consultations at CanApprove are designed to equip the clients with thorough information enabling informed decision making on how to proceed with the various legal issues.

Along with immigration to Canada & Australia, we offer education services to Canada, UK, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, USA, Germany, Sweden and Singapore. The rates are most reasonable as we believe that the protection of law must be available to one and all.
CanApprove: Founding Members

Veronica Moye
President
Veronica Moye is a Regulated Canadian Immigration Consultant (ICCRC License #R1422511), a Quebec Immigration license holder (RQIC #11548) and a licensed education and legal consultant. She is a Canadian citizen, a graduate of the University of British Columbia in Canada and specializes in Canadian immigration laws and educational processes.

Drew Moye
Vice-President
Drew Moye was born and raised in Richmond, British Columbia, Canada. He has 10+ years of management experience and has been managing CanApprove’s Head Office in Canada since its inception. He is also the International Education Coordinator at CanApprove and heads the settlement support services.

Adv. Binoy P. Raveendrababu
Managing Director and Immigration Lawyer
Adv. Binoy P.R. has 20+ years of experience in Immigration Law practices. He is a highly qualified and skilled advisor on matters related to immigration, labor, criminal law and educational visa procedures. He has established himself in the legal community with a registered office (ID #K/693/1998) and is one of the pioneers of Immigration Law Practice in India.

Bindu Kurup
Australian Immigration Lawyer
Bindu Kurup is CanApprove’s leading Australian Immigration Lawyer. She is a Principal Solicitor under the Roll of Law Board (Victoria, Australia), a member of the Law Institute of Victoria, Australia and is a registered Australian Immigration Lawyer recognised by the Migration Agents Registration Authority (MARA) in Australia (License # 1464892). Ms. Kurup has extensive experience with immigration civil laws, citizenship laws and visa procedures including permanent and temporary visas; employer sponsored and nominated visas; trade and research visas; and skilled independent visas. In addition to having a postgraduate degree in International Law from La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia, Ms. Kurup has completed the Australian Legal Study requirements from Deakin University and the Leo Cussen Institute in Melbourne, Australia.

Adv. Sajitha Binoy
Immigration Lawyer
Adv. Sajitha Binoy is responsible for the administration of CanApprove. In addition to being a member of the prestigious Kerala Bar Council for 20+ years (ID #K/3383/1999), she has extensive experience in immigration, labour, motor vehicle, family and adoption law procedures.
CanApprove: A Profile

- Licensed Immigration, Educational and legal consultant.
- Ms. Veronica Moye, RCIC, is a member of the Immigration Consultants of Canada Regulatory Council (ICCRC membership # R422511) and Registre Quebecois des Consultants en Immigration Reconnus (RQIC#11548)
- Adv. Bindu Kurup having current MARA Registration (MARN 1464882) in Australia
- Members of the Canadian & Australian Society of immigration Consultants
- Offices in Canada, Quebec, Australia, Dubai & India

CanApprove: As Your Consultant

- Licensed to practice as an Immigration, Education, Legal and Business Consultancy.
- Continuous updation of the latest changes in the rules and regulations.
- Each case file is reviewed by licensed professionals.
- Response to each communication in shortest possible time

Free Assessment  Pre-screening  Documentation Process  Review on Rejections and Appeal Guidance  Training for Embassy Interview  Post Landing Services
CanApprove: Where It Counts

Legal Consultation
- Our dedicated and experienced team of lawyers will provide assistance in various legal matters. You can fix an appointment by calling our corporate office for legal consultation and resolve your legal issues.

Resettlement
- CanApprove helps you in settling down in Canada/Australia in a hassle-free manner. Our offices in the respective countries will offer assistance in accommodation arrangements, school admissions, temporary job guidance etc.

Free Online Assessment
- The FREE Online Assessment is designed to instantly determine the eligibility to apply for a visa to respective countries.

Why Licensed Consultant?

There are a number of reasons why people opt for the services of a Registered Migration Consultant when making a visa application.
Applying for a visa can be time-consuming and at times complicated process. Licensed Consultant have specific knowledge and skills that reduce the visa applicant's exposure to undesirable elements of the visa application.
- Migration law can be extremely complex and change frequently, which leads to difficulties for applicants to prepare an application.
- Migration rules and regulations are very strict and specific, so an applicant who is unaware of all of the conditions can easily lodge an invalid application.
- Visa applicants are not always aware of the most suitable visa for their circumstance because of the numerous visa subclasses - consultant will ensure the most appropriate visa.
- Incomplete or inaccurate visa applications will lead to time delay and may possibly require re-application. In addition to that the Government will not refund application fee at any circumstances.
- Applicants can be requested to provide more information or attend interviews by the concerned authority. Licensed Consultant is in the best position to guide applicants through these situations.
CanApprove: The Visa Experts

- We provide a total application management service.
- We complete the forms and submissions and keep you updated on each step of the way minimizing the stress and delay in the migration procedure.
- We provide service to companies, individuals and families.
- We have a proud history of successful partnerships with long-term clients.
CanApprove helps students to make the right overseas education decisions. Our expertise in the field of overseas education has made us a time-tested resource in helping students to gain admission for suitable courses in recognized universities across the globe.

Our strengths:
A team of informed and committed senior education advisors/counselors who understand the need of the students and their parents or sponsors. We firmly believe in customer service to the students and our client institutions. Our strong student centered approach to counselling means, we give students the fullest possible information on the all available options to help them make sensible decisions.
Few facts about us

- We have our team of experts that has years of experience in helping the students to study abroad.
- We have our Offices housed in Canada & Australia to guide and provide services for international students.
- We have successfully placed the students in many of the top Universities and colleges.
- We conduct seminars to prepare the students according to the International Education System.

Collaborations:

- We have tie ups with many Universities.
- A complete overseas Education Consultancy with a wide range of Universities and colleges.
- Professionally managed and organization driven by strong work processes.
- Very customer-oriented and delivery-driven company.
- A company of choice due to high degree of compliances, transparency, integrity and timely deliverables.
- We have an active and completely automated system with secured data management.
- Monitor benchmark and continuously improve business services, organization and employees' performance.
- Worldwide presence.
- We have a significant growth plan.
- We have more than 3,000 success stories.

How we Select Universities:

- Ranking of Universities.
- Student Faculty Ratio.
- Scholarships & Assistantships - Accreditation.
- Tuition Fee.
- On Campus & Off-Campus Job Opportunities.
- Climatic Conditions.
- Employment Success Rate after Completion of Course.
- Visa Success Rate.
MBBS Abroad

- CanApprove provides professional support to get admission to MBBS programs in world-renowned universities in Georgia, Kyrgyzstan and Ukraine. Compared to other education destinations, the cost of education is lesser and the admission requirements are lower in these countries. CanApprove represents major universities in these countries that make admission process totally hassle-free for our clients.
HEAD OFFICE - CANADA
186-8120 No. 2 Road, Suite #725,
Richmond,
BC V7C 5J8, Canada
Contact #: (+1) 604-304-1162
Email: info@canapprove.com

ADMIN OFFICE - COIMBATORE
2nd Floor, No 1334/4 LTL Building,
Avinashi Road, Peelamedu, Coimbatore,
Tamil Nadu - 641004
Contact #: (+91) 422-498-0225
Email: can.coimbatore@canapprove.com

QUEBEC
3450 Rue St. Denis, #181,
Montreal, QC H2X 3L3, Quebec
Contact #: (+1) 604-304-1162
Email: can.quebec@canapprove.com

CHENNAI, INDIA
Room No: 305 & 306 DBS House,
31-A Cathedral Garden Road,
Nungambakkam, Chennai,
Tamil Nadu - 600034
Contact #: (+91) 822-087-5999
Email: can.chennai@canapprove.com

COCHIN, INDIA
1st Floor, Padmanabha Chambers,
Near Metro Pillar No 491, Mamangalam,
Palarivattom - Edappally Road, Kochi,
Kerala - 682025
Contact #: (+91) 484-412-0300
Email: can.cochin@canapprove.com

THIRUVALLA, INDIA
3rd Floor,
Deepa Tower,
Deepa Junction, Thiruvalla,
Kerala - 689101
Contact #: (+91) 759-404-4222
Email: can.thiruvalla@canapprove.com

CORPORATE OFFICE - DUBAI
The Business Center, 3rd floor, Suite No.305,
Al Hamriya, Bank Street, Bur Dubai,
UAE, P.O. Box - 118010
Contact #: (+971) 42-865-134
Email: ceo@canapprove.com

AUSTRALIA
11 Vanderbilt Avenue,
South Morang,
Vic, 3752, Australia
Contact #: (+61) 388-205-920
Email: can.australia@canapprove.com

AJMAN - UAE
Level 12, Suite No. 1216,
Ajman Chamber of Commerce Building,
Corniche Business Center, Sheikh Humaid Bin Rashid Al Nuaimi Street, Ajman, UAE
Contact #: (+971) 67-144-823
Email: ceo@canapprove.com

BANGALORE, INDIA
Jai Elegance Plaza, 421/A, 1st Floor,
6th Block, Koramangala 80 Feet Road,
Next to Just Dogs, Opp to NGV Gate,
Bengaluru - 560095
Contact #: (+91) 741-165-3355
Email: can.bangalore@canapprove.com

THRISSUR, INDIA
6th Floor, Haya Tower,
Achuthanenon Road,
West Fort, Thrissur,
Kerala - 680004
Contact #: (+91) 759-408-8000
Email: can.thrisssur@canapprove.com

KOTTAYAM, INDIA
2nd Floor, Rainbow Arcade,
Above KR Bakes, Opposite to Nehru Stadium,
Kottayam, Kerala - 686001
Contact #: (+91) 481-230-4799
Email: can.kottayam@canapprove.com

www.canapprove.com